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Conditioning Regulation of Non-Pollutant Emissions on Science
Act
 

 

Summary

 

The following language may be used as a freestanding bill or amendment to a bill,
(e.g., a bill to regulate carbon dioxide).  It requires [State EPA] Administrator to
perform an assessment that considers certain criteria prior to formally proposing or
implementing regulation of any emission not listed as a “pollutant” under the
Clean Air Act.

 

Under this approach, to propose regulation of carbon dioxide emissions, or to
implement a statutory emissions cap, whether or not it is required by other state
authorities, the Administrator must first report whether the proposal:

 

reasonably demonstrates that the authority is necessary to protect the
environment or public health or welfare;

 

is likely to have a substantial and significant adverse effect on fuel or energy
availability or price, its impact to be balanced against any benefits reasonably
identified as deriving from the proposal (asserting both benefits and costs);
and

 

possesses feasibility and benefits comparatively superior to alternative means
toward achieving the same end, potentially yielding the same or better result
but with a stimulative impact in lieu of a putative negative economic impact.

 

This initiative does not require a cost-benefit analysis that must yield particular
results in order for a proposal to advance.  A proposal with no benefit or
tremendous cost can still advance.  It is instead a “regulatory right to know”
requirement of disclosure, to accompany any such proposal, assessing any
detectable benefits, and their relationship to costs.

 

An alternative approach to this bill is to create a process similar to the Clean Air
Act requirement for listing criteria pollutants, for any state effort to regulate an air
emission not already listed as a pollutant under the Clean Air Act.

 

 

Model Legislation

 

Section 1. {Short Title} This Act may be cited as the “Conditioning Regulation of
Non-Pollutant Emissions on Science.”

 

Section 2. {Required Assessment For Regulating Non-Pollutant
Emissions} Notwithstanding any other authority, prior to proposing regulation or
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Emissions} Notwithstanding any other authority, prior to proposing regulation or
implementing statutory limitation of an air emission not listed as a pollutant under
the Federal Clean Air Act (42 U.S.C. Sections 7408 or 7412), the [State EPA]
Administrator shall ensure and consider a specific, independent regulatory
Assessment.

 

Section 3. {Required Elements Of Assessment} An assessment pursuant to
Section (2) of this Act shall –

 

include a detailed analysis of:

 

improvements in environmental quality or public health
or welfare expected to result from the proposed
emission control or prohibition, employing specific
environmental and other indicators as applicable; and

 

the likely direct and indirect effects of the proposed
control or prohibition on the availability and price of fuel
and electricity in the State;

 

a comparison of such likely market impacts to potential
benefits reasonably identified as deriving from the
proposal; and

 

the comparative feasibility and benefits of achieving
similar results through alternative means with a more
positive economic impact.

 

demonstrate whether the proposed emission control or prohibition is necessary
to protect the environment or public health or welfare.

 

Section 4. {Criteria For Regulatory Proposal} The Administrator shall fully
detail in his regulatory proposal as described in Section (2) of this Act whether:

 

the assessment pursuant to Section (3) of this Act reasonably demonstrates
that the authority is necessary to protect the environment or public health or
welfare;

 

the control or prohibition is likely to have a substantial and significant adverse
effect on fuel or electricity availability or price that clearly outweighs any
benefits reasonably identified as deriving from the control or prohibition;

 

the State has sufficiently assessed the comparative benefits of achieving the
same end through flexible, incentive-based means, for example by expediting
capital turnover through providing accelerated asset depreciation or otherwise
modifying capital gains or other tax schedules, including a detailed
assessment of those alternatives considered and their benefits; and

 

the proposal is a comparatively superior approach to alternative approaches
analyzed.

 

Section 5. {Assessment Procedural Requirements}

 

SCIENTIFIC COMPONENT – Prior to formally proposing regulation as described
in Section (2) of this Act, the Administrator shall empanel no less than five (5)
qualified experts in related fields but independent of any regulatory agency, to
assess and report on the specific potential environmental benefits to be
derived from the proposal and from alternatives pursuant to Section 3(A)(4) of
this Act, employing discrete environmental indicators;

 

the Administrator shall to the extent possible ensure balance among the
panel in terms of appointees’ documented positions on related matters,
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panel in terms of appointees’ documented positions on related matters,
and shall minimize potential appearances of conflict of interest;

 

the panel’s report shall be included in the Assessment pursuant to Section
(2) of this Act and published as part of any regulatory proposal covered by
this Act, and its written deliberations made available to the public at the
same time; and

 

the panel’s analysis and considerations shall resemble to the extent
applicable that required under 42 U.S.C. 7408 for determining criteria
pollutants.

 

ECONOMIC COMPONENT – Prior to formally proposing regulation, the
Administrator shall empanel no less than five (5) qualified experts in related
fields but independent of any regulatory agency, to assess and report on the
potential economic impacts associated with the proposal and potential
alternatives;

 

the Administrator shall to the extent possible ensure balance among the
panel in terms of appointees’ documented positions on related matters,
and shall minimize and avoid where possible potential appearances of
conflict of interest; and

 

the panel’s report shall be included in the Assessment pursuant to Section
(2) of this Act and published as part of any regulatory proposal covered by
this Act, and its written deliberations made available to the public at the
same time.

 

PUBLIC NOTICE AND OPPORTUNITY FOR COMMENT - The Administrator shall
provide public notice and reasonable opportunity for comment with respect to
the panels’ reports in addition to or as part of the regulatory notice and
comment procedure, and shall grant such comments due consideration in
finalizing any such proposal.

 

Section 6. {Severability}

 

Section 7. {Repealer Clause}

 

Section 8.  {Effective Date}

 

 

Adopted by the Natural Resources Task Force at the States and Nation Policy Summit,
December 2002. Approved by the ALEC Board of Directors January 2003
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